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Abstract—This paper introduces a new kind of piezoelectric 

DC-DC converter. A ceramic is used as an energy storage element 

to replace the traditional inductance. Once resonating, the system 

describes a cycle at each resonance period taking energy to the 

source, storing it temporarily and transmitting it to the load with 

soft switching. A resonator suitable for the converter is presented 

and characterized with an electrical equivalent model. A 

simulation representing the whole system, gives very attracting 

results with very high efficiency for different output powers. The 

converter was tested and fully validated by experimental works. 

An efficiency of 85 percent was reached for a 10-20 volts step up 

converter with an output power of 500 milliwatts. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

DC/DC converters market has kept growing during the past 
decades representing now billions of dollars [1]. The large 
diversity of their application fields (aviation, computer science, 
energy harvesting...) implies specific constraints and specific 
technological solutions. In this context, using piezoelectric 
materials for power conversion can be very relevant for some 
applications, one of them being low power with high voltage 
gain converters [2]. Therefore numerous converters with 
piezoelectric transformers (PT) were developed [3-5]. 
However, an inductance is necessary to obtain a high 
efficiency in DC/DC converters with PT [6].  In this paper, a 
new inductor-less boost converter with one single piezoelectric 
element (no coupled piezoelectric like in PT) is presented. The 
material works at its resonant frequency and behaves as an 
energy storage element like an inductance does in classical 
power electronics circuits. Therefore the storage is mechanic 
and not magnetic. A similar mechanics-based converter, using 
a variable capacitor instead of a piezoelectric resonator was 
proposed but the piezoelectric solution is advantageous in term 
of quality factor, power density and ease of implementation 
[7]. Very few piezoelectric converters without PT are described 
in the state of the art. The few ones presented operate like an 
improved switched capacitors converter, limiting the voltage 
gain unless to use a large number of piezoelectric and making 

the efficiency very sensitive to load variations [8_9]. The 
presented converter is inductor-less, and has a high efficiency 
with a large set of possible voltage gain values. 

II. STEP-UP CONVERTER DESCRIPTION 

A. Topology presentation 

The DC/DC converter is represented in Fig.1. In steady 
state, the transducer is resonating at its resonance frequency. 
Therefore, if all the switches are off, there is no charge transfer 
to the material and the piezoelectric voltage (Vp) variation is 
sinusoidal. If one switch is turned on, Vp is constant and a 
sinusoidal current transfer occurs. The converter principle is to 
alternate, constant voltage and constant charge phases to take 
energy from the source, storing it and giving it back to the load. 
This constitutes a cycle with an indirect energy transfer as in a 
popular magnetics-based flyback converter. At each cycle, the 
amount of energy get from the source must be the same as the 
one distributed to the load added to the lost one in order to 
maintain the resonance amplitude.   

B. Cycle description in steady state 

 The whole 6-phases cycle is represented in Fig.2 for a 10-
20 Volt converter. The origin of time is chosen when Vp is 
equal to Vout and the resonator internal current is null. At this 
time, all the switches are off and the voltage drops until 
reaching Vin (phase1).  

  When Vp is equal to Vin, kin is turned on to connect the 
piezoelectric material to the input voltage with zero voltage 
switching mode (ZVS) in order to avoid switching losses.  
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Fig.1 Converter topology. 



 

Fig.2. Steady-state piezoelectric waveforms. 
 

 During this phase, Vp is equal to Vin and the resonator takes 
energy from the source (phase2). 

        Then kin is turned off and Vp drops until reaching zero volt 
when the piezoelectric deformation is maximum and the intern 
current generated by the vibration is zero (phase3). 

 When Vp is equal to zero volt, k3 is turned on to have a 
ZVS commutation and the voltage remains zero (phase 4).  

 k3 is turned off and Vp increases until reaching Vout. 
(phase5). 

 When Vp is equal to Vout, kout is turned on with no 
switching losses (ZVS mode). In this phase, the material is 
restituting energy to the load. This constant voltage phase lasts 
until the transfer current reaches zero (phase6). Then a new 
cycle begins.  

C. Strategy of control 

 The control ensures ZVS operations and regulates the 
output voltage. Since the switches must be driven within a 
resonant period, it has to be faster than a classical frequency 
control. Fig.3 illustrates the control strategy. A diode is used 
for kout, therefore there is no need to control it. For turning on 
kin, a comparator detects when Vp crosses Vin and orders to turn 
it on for  ZVS working. kin is switched off at a time that 
permits Vp to reach zero volt exactly at half of the period (t3). 
To achieve this, an internal regulation loop on t2 is necessary, 
based on the time’s error on the zero voltage crossing around t3 
in the previous cycle. The transition time t4, where k3 is 
opened, is the one and only degree of freedom: the higher it is, 
the higher the output power is. This t4 parameter is used to 
regulate the output voltage thanks to a proportional integral 
(PI) corrector. This regulation loop enables to reach the good 
piezoelectric displacement amplitude compared to the power 
demand: the internal current amplitude of the piezoelectric and 
then the current level exchanged with the external parts is 
proportional to that amplitude. Once the power demand is 
stabilized, the closed loop ensures energy balance between the 
input energy, output energy and lost energy in order to 
maintain the piezoelectric movement amplitude constant 
(steady state).         

 
Fig.3. Strategy of control.  

III. CHOICE OF THE PIEZOELECTRIC RESONATOR  

 The piezoelectric transducer must have specific properties 
to fit the application. To optimize the efficiency and the 
maximal output power, the material must have both a high 
electro/mechanical coupling and a high quality factor. To 
evaluate the characteristics of the material, an electrical 
equivalent model of the piezoelectric resonator is used. This 
model is shown in Fig.4. Each element of the model has a 
physical meaning. C0 represents the real electric capacitance of 
the material, and the other branch corresponds to the 
mechanical part. R expresses the mechanical losses inside the 
material. L is representing the mass and Cm the stiffness of the 
material. The dielectric losses can be represented as well by a 
parallel resistance across the material but are neglected as they 
are very low. At resonance, the equivalent impedance of the 
mechanical part is just R and the current goes through the 
second branch. With this model (only relevant when close to 
the resonant frequency), it is simple to determine the 
equivalent parameters from an impedance analysis [10]. The 
knowledge of the equivalent elements gives the quality factor 
Q and the coupling factor kp thanks to (1) and (2).  

 

 A disc shaped PZT ceramic (Fuji Ceramic C-213) having a 
very little equivalent resistance and a high quality factor and a 
good coupling factor was characterized (see Fig.5 and TABLE 
I). The measured resonant frequency is 89 kHz. The figure 
compares the theoretical impedance with the measured one and 
confirms that the model is convenient. The frequency for 
which the impedance is the lowest is the resonant frequency fs 
and the one with the highest impedance is the anti-resonance 
frequency fp. This disc-shaped ceramic will be used for 
experimentations. It has a 25 millimeter diameter and a 
thickness smaller than 1 millimeter. 



               

Fig.4. Piezoelectric equivalent model at resonant frequency. 

TABLE I.   

ELEMENTS VALUES 

Cm 2.9 nF 

L 1.1 mH 

R 0.6 Ω 

C0 8.4 nF 

Resonant frequency 89 kHz 

Quality factor (Q) 1030 

Coupling factor (kp) 0.57 

 

 
Fig.5. Characterization of a disc-shaped PZT material. 

IV. SIMULATION MODEL 

A. Model description  

 To foresee the behavior of the converter, a simulation is 
performed on MATLAB/Simulink. To deal with the 6 different 
phases of the cycle, a finite state machine is chosen. The model 
description is illustrated on Fig.6. The Moore machine is made 
with a MATLAB script which communicates with the 
Simulink model. Sensors give data to the finite state machine 
input block which decide whether to stay in the current state or 
not. The finite state machine provides the switches kin, kout and 
k3 positions of the electrical circuit. From that switches 
configuration, the “Electro-mechanical system” block 
computes the current and voltage waveforms occurring on the 
piezoelectric material. In parallel, Vout is regulated with a 
proportional integral corrector acting on t4. 

 At the beginning, the piezoelectric material is not 
resonating and the cycle cannot be as described in Fig.2. That 
is why the steady-state control strategy is not relevant. 
Therefore, at first, the switches are controlled with a predefined 
time sequence until the ceramic resonates with a sufficient 
amplitude to switch to the steady-state control strategy. 

 Fig.6. Simulink model of the converter. 

 

 With the help of the equivalent model of Fig.4, it is 
possible to test every kind of resonator and to verify if it is 
adapted to the converter and what performances can be 
expected.  

 For the losses part, the simulation takes only into account 
the mechanical losses in the piezoelectric due to the resistance 
R in the equivalent model but not losses due to the switches. It 
gives the theoretical limit that can be achieved with a given 
piezoelectric material (without parasitic elements, conduction 
and switching losses). However, it is very useful to choose the 
right resonator, test the corrector and foresee the system 
behavior and performances.  

B. Simulation results 

 For the following results, the simulation is realized using 
the characteristics of the piezoelectric measured in Fig.5. Fig.7 
shows a simulation for an input voltage source of 10 volts, a 
voltage gain of 2 and an output power of 1 Watt. The green 
curve presents the power that the piezoelectric material takes 
from the source during a cycle. The black curve corresponds to 
the energy going from the material to the load. The converter 
and the voltage regulation is working as expected since the 
output voltage ends at 20 volts with a response time of 2 
milliseconds. At the beginning, the ceramic needs to take more 
energy than it restitutes (green curve much higher than the 
black one) so that the material can increase its resonance 
amplitude. In steady state, the output power is very close to the 
input power because the efficiency is very high (higher than 
96%). 

 The simulation gives information about the transient. The 
resonating current amplitude is around 400 milliamps. This 
current should be as low as possible to decrease the losses and 
self-heating but at the same time the output current, exchanged 
during phase 6, is quite directly linked to that resonating 
current. Besides a too high internal current will heat the 
material and destroy it. Therefore the maximum current 
allowed by the material is the limit of the system.  



 

Fig.7. Simulation of the converter with 1 W output power.

C. Influence of the material on the efficiency 

In this section, the impact of the quality factor and the 
coupling factor on the efficiency is investigated thanks to the 
simulation model. All simulations are made in the same 
conditions (10-20 volt converter at 0.5 Watt and with the same 
resonance frequency). The efficiency of the converter as a 
function of the quality factor is presented in Fig.8 assuming a 
constant coupling factor of 57% meaning that only R is 
changed. The efficiency as a function of the coupling factor 
with a constant quality factor value equal to 1030 is presented 
in Fig.9. In this case, only C0 is changed. 

Of course, the efficiency increases with the quality factor 
and therefore, the material resistance must be as low as 
possible. In term of design, for a disc shaped resonator, the 
radius and the thickness must be small to get a low mechanical 
resistance. The coupling factor must be as high as possible to 
get the best efficiency. A better coupling factor implies a lower 
blocked capacitance (C0). This capacitance should be as low as 
possible for a given  R, L, Cm branch. 

To design a converter exhibiting a high efficiency, the 
simulation shows that both a high quality factor and a high 
coupling factor are required. The shapes of the efficiency 
curves (see Fig.8 and Fig.9) show that below minimal values of 
quality factor and coupling factor, the efficiency drops quickly. 
The quality factor is proportional of the inverse of the 
resistance R which is around 1 ohm for a quality factor of 500. 
A variation of 1 ohm due to parasitic elements or a temperature 
rise reduces the efficiency from 95 to 89 percent.        

  

 
Fig.8. Impact of the quality factor on efficiency. 

 
Fig.9. Impact of the coupling factor on efficiency. 

V. EXPERIMENTATION 

A. Presentation 

To fully validate the principle of this new piezoelectric 
converter, a real converter was designed, fabricated and tested. 
This converter is based on the piezoelectric characterized in 
section III. The switch kout is a Schottky diode and kin, k3 are 
MOSFETs. A Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) runs 
the finite state machine, controls the switches and ensures the 
output voltage regulation. A driver enables to bring the right 
voltages to the MOSFET gates from the outputs of the FPGA. 
A voltage level detection block based on analogic comparators 
is used to ensure some state transitions on the Moore machine 
(0V, Vin and Vout detections). An analogic to digital converter 
measures the output voltage in order to achieve the voltage 
regulation. The whole converter is schematically summarized 
in Fig.10 and a photography of the experiment is shown on 
Fig.11.  



 
Fig.10. Representation of the real converter. 
 

 
Fig.11.DC-DC converter. 

B. Reconstitution of the cycle 

The circuit was tested for different output voltages and 
different output powers with an input voltage of 10 Volts. The 
converter principle is fully validated with the 6-phases cycle. 
The experimental current and voltage waveforms (see Fig.12 
and Fig.13) are very close to the expected ones. The control 
system well ensures the ZVS conditions. However, input and 
output current waveforms indicates that the current is not fully 
sinusoidal because parasitic inductances creates ringings. 
Those harmonics are not corresponding to a higher mode of the 
resonator because the measured frequency of the ringings is 
different to the thickness mode resonance and a strong link 
between the lengths of the wires and this frequency was 
observed.   
 

 
 
Fig.12. Cycle with Vout at 20 Volts. 

 
Fig.13. Cycle with Vout at 25 Volts. 
 

C. Power efficiency curve 

In this section, the efficiency is studied for a 10-20 and a 
10-25 volts step-up converter for different output powers. The 
experimental efficiency (which does not take into account the 
power associated to the control system) as a function of the 
output power is presented on Fig.14 and compared to the 
theoretical one. For a voltage gain of 2, the efficiency increases 
until reaching a peak value (an efficiency of almost 87% was 
measured for a 300 milliwatts output power). Then, the 
efficiency remains high (higher than 80%) for a large set of 
output power before starting to decreases significantly around 
600 milliwatts. This drop is mainly due to a high resonating 
current which rises losses in the mechanical resistance. The 
same shape is observed for a 25 volts output voltage but with a 
smaller efficiency.  

A minimum of mechanical energy has to be stored in the 
piezoelectric only to ensure a voltage variation from 0V to Vout 
on the blocked capacitance C0. The compensation of the 
mechanical losses to maintain this minimal mechanical 
oscillation amplitude imposes a minimum of electrical energy 
consumption, even if no current is transferred to the output. 
The higher the output voltage is, the higher is this energy. That 
is why, for low power range, the efficiency is slightly away 
from the maximal efficiency. From few hundreds of milliwatts, 
these losses becomes negligible compared to other losses. 
When the output power is low, this energy is more 
preponderant on the efficiency and when it is high the more 
impacting element becomes the resonating current. 

The experimental shape of efficiency is in agreement with 
the simulated one (10% below) especially for powers between 
300 and 700 milliwatts. The difference is due to conduction 
losses in the switches and parasitic capacitance and because the 
applied cycle is not perfect (the switching is not exactly with 
zero voltage, and t3 is not exactly at half of the resonance 
period).  

 



 Fig.14. Results for two output voltage values. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

A new piezoelectric flyback step-up converter is proposed 
where the material is the energy storage element. Contrary to 
most of the other piezoelectric converters, there is no 
piezoelectric transformer and it is totally inductor-less which is 
advantageous when it comes to reduce the converter size 
keeping a high quality factor. Its topology and control 
principles enables to convert energy with a high efficiency for 
different voltage gains and different output powers thanks to 
zero voltage switching conditions. With an impedance 
measurement, piezoelectric materials can be characterized and 
compared for the DC/DC conversion application. A simulation 
model considering the losses inside the piezoelectric resonator 
was performed. This model lets to expect excellent results in 
term of efficiency when the transducer has a high quality factor 
and a high electro-mechanical coupling. A first realization was 
made successfully based on an FPGA to drive the switches. 
The first experimental results show an efficiency up to 87% for 
power of few hundreds of milliwatt and the theoretical analysis 
let to expect a promising efficiency higher than 95% up to 1 
Watt of output power.  
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